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Dispense from a safety cabinet with ease.
Dispensing Shelf allows easy dispensing of liquids from a faucet  
without having to adjust the can’s position on the shelf. Because the 
shelf is 11" (279mm) deep, it allows the faucet to protrude beyond the 
shelf so the user can place a vessel beneath it and dispense safely. 

Nonmetallic Safety Cans offer reliable dispensing for even the most corrosive liquids. 
Nonmetallic Laboratory Safety Cans have all the benefits of Justrite’s Type I polyethylene safety cans,  
with the addition of a self-closing faucet for easy dispensing. All fill spouts have a pressure relief cap with 
stainless steel flame arrester. Top of can features stainless steel hardware for maximum corrosion resistance 
and long life. Five gallon sizes also feature a vacuum relief valve in the lid for smooth liquid flow. Justrite’s 
unique patented, current-carrying carbon insert imbedded into the container allows for proper grounding 
(see page 58 for example).
 
Nonmetallic Shelf Cans have a faucet that is mounted  
two inches above the bottom to eliminate lifting the cans  
during dispensing. 

Nonmetallic Tilt Cans have faucet on top and the can  
rests in a sturdy metal cradle.

7150140 Shelf Can on 29943 Dispensing Shelf
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*See page 8 for Regulation Key.

Nonmetallic Safety Cans for Laboratories  
Description Can Dimensions Approv./Lstg. Red 
and Capacity Outer Dia. x H (mm) Regulation* Model No. 
1 gallon (4L) Oval Polyethylene Safety Shelf Can with
Self-close Stainless Steel Faucet 08919 71/4" x 111/2" (184 x 292) FM 14169
5 gallon (19L) Polyethylene Safety Shelf Can with 
Self-close Brass Faucet 08540 111/2" x 17" (292 x 432) FM 14545 
5 gallon (19L) Polyethylene Tilt Safety Can with
Self-closing Brass Faucet 08540 and Stand 111/2" x 17" (292 x 432) FM 14535  
5 gallon (19L) polyethylene Safety Can with self-close
Brass Top Faucet 08540 111/2" x 17" (292 x 432) FM 14540

Dispensing Shelf
 Dimensions 
Description W x D (mm) Model No.
Dispensing Shelf, for use with 30- and 45-gallon Cabinets 393/8" x 11" (1000 x 279) 29943
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